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Abstract. Pattern recognition in financial time series is not a trivial task, due to 
level of noise, volatile context, lack of formal definitions and high number of 
pattern variants. A current research trend involves machine learning techniques 
and online computing. However, medium-term trading is still based on human-

centric heuristics, and the integration with machine learning support remains 
relatively unexplored. The purpose of this study is to investigate potential and 
perspectives of a novel architectural topology providing modularity, scalability 
and personalization capabilities. The proposed architecture is based on the 
concept of Receptive Fields (RF), i.e., sub-modules focusing on specific patterns, 
that can be connected to further levels of processing to analyze the price 
dynamics on different granularities and different abstraction levels. Both 
Multilayer Perceptrons (MLP) and Support Vector Machines (SVM) have been 
experimented as a RF. Early experiments have been carried out over the FTSE-

MIB index. 
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1 Introduction and motivation 

Stock price forecasting is a challenge in financial systems. Although there is an 

inherent level of chaos in markets dynamics, what really matters for decision-making 

is upward and downwards movements. In this field, even small improvements in 

performance can be very profitable [1].  

Typically, long-term trading investors use fundamental analysis, which involves the 

study of many indicators over months, concerning overall economy, industry condition, 

financial condition and management of companies, earnings, expenses, assets and 

liabilities and so on. In this field, many studies have proposed various methods for 

forecasting stock prices. Most of these approaches require to select carefully the input 

variables, to establish a predictive mathematical model under professional knowledge, 
to adopt various statistical methods for prior analysis of indicators. 

With the rapid growth of internet-based transactions, the frequency for performing 

operations on the stock market has increased to fractions of seconds. In the last decade, 

several automatic traders emerged in short-term trading, operating in markets without 
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the human intervention [2,3]. Nowadays, automatic trading is efficient for intraday 

operations, but starts to become inefficient on medium-term trading, i.e., ranging from 

some days to a couple of weeks, over which events may have a nonlinear impact on 

dynamics. 

The focus of this paper is on medium-term trading, where financial gains are not 

trivial to obtain. Typically, medium-term traders use technical analysis, adopting stock 

price and, eventually, volume charts to identify patterns and trends. Current research 

on medium-term stock price forecasting involves artificial intelligence techniques and 
real time computing. A fundamental process in technical analysis is pattern 

recognition. The purpose is to identify repeating patterns in prices, and figure out the 

ongoing pattern in order to predict the pattern completion in the close future [4]. In 

contrast to a case of function approximation, the investor aims to get a maximal profit 

rather than a minimal standard deviation. Thus, results depend on the predicted sign of 

course changes, and are based on the speculation for the rise and fall of prices. 

Therefore, the patterns of interest represent changes of price instead of course value. 

In technical analysis, many patterns have been proposed. A graphical pattern 

emerges from the operational decisions of buyers and sellers and summarizes the global 

behavior of a market in a specific time interval. Common chart patterns are head-and-

shoulders, double-top, triple-top, spike-top, 1-2-3-low, 1-2-3-high, and so on [4]. 

Different people use different methods to consider the favorite patterns. There are many 
ways to be successful and no one strategy is the best. However, patterns are not 

significant without context indicators. Examples of context indicators are simple 

moving average, support, resistance, trend lines, the degree of prices volatility and 

momentum-based indicators. In brief, support and resistance are certain predetermined 

levels of the price at which the price tends to stop and reverse [5]. Under proper patterns, 

practitioners look to buy at support and sell at resistance. Trend lines give defined entry 

and exit points, which can be utilized when moving to a new context, where there is no 

price history. High volatility in financial time series results in a greater difficulty in 

forecasting [6]. Momentum-based indicators, such as Bollinger bands, tend to be used 

in range-bound or trendless markets [1,7]. Thus, it is the current context which assigns 

a certain reliability to a given pattern. Another fundamental issue is the time frame (or 
horizon), to which the analysis should be carried out. The horizon is not a constant 

notion: it is iteratively adjusted to focus the expected patterns at different granularities, 

potentially ranging from days to weeks. Indeed, many patterns are inherently recursive, 

manifest a fractal character and can therefore be found on different time scales, and 

with different duration in time [8]. 

Given the above requirements, a novel architecture based on machine learning has 

been designed and realized for supporting strategies of identification of investment 

opportunities. Overall, the strategies focus on short-term and medium-term patterns, 

but taking into consideration also short-term and medium-term information furnished 

by indicators as a reference context. The purpose of this study is to investigate potential 

and perspectives of the proposed approach in terms of accuracy, but also modularity, 
scalability and personalization. 

More technically, the architecture is organized in terms of Receptive Fields (RFs), 

i.e., sub-modules focusing on specific groups of patterns, that can be connected to 

further levels of processing [9]. This topology allows to analyze the price dynamics on 

different granularities and different abstraction levels [10]. Both Multilayer Perceptrons 
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(MLP) and Support Vector Machines (SVM) have been experimented as a receptive 

field for detecting sub-group of patterns. Early experiments have been carried out over 

the FTSE-MIB index, an Italian stock market index. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the 

architectural design. Experiments are covered in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 

summarizes conclusion and future work.  

2 Architectural design 

This section focuses on the design of an architecture supporting strategies of 

identification of investment opportunities. Such strategies consider the stock price 

oscillation in a given time window. As an example, and without losing generality, Fig. 

1 shows a basic breakout strategy, using the 1-2-3 low pattern. The strategy assumes 

that, under an overall rising trend, and after occurrence of waves 1, 2, and 3, the 

opportunity is identified when the stock price breaks the resistance level. To detect this 

opportunity, the 1-2-3 low pattern must be recognized, as well as its context (i.e., rising 

trend, support and resistance levels). To recognize patterns in financial time series is 
not a trivial task, due to additional fluctuations (noise), the volatile context, the lack of 

formal definitions. Technical patterns are not exact, and can be very different over 

occurrences, in terms of a different amplitude and different duration, and visually the 

same pattern occurrences can look different despite being equivalent. Moreover, 

patterns do not cover every time point in the series. In addition, the classical technical 

patterns are often personalized by technical analysts, producing a high number of 

pattern variants. As a consequence, to develop and manage algorithms for automated 

heuristics for financial pattern detection is often neither convenient nor effective. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Breakout trading strategy. 

For the above reasons, during the past decades machine learning models have been 

developed to learn the key characteristics and to recognize technical patterns [4]. The 

major challenges in the field are: to recognize the input pattern reliably, to provide 

scalable, modular and adaptable architectures, to allow a dynamic inclusion/exclusion 

of personalized patterns. In particular, current research partially considers the 

manageability and the integrability with user’s cognitive processes. For this purpose, 
the architectural design should explicitly address the application of the support system 
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to human strategies. Traditionally, attention is primarily paid to interface design [13] 

and usability [14] or to performance evaluation. With regard to the latter aspect, the use 

of machine learning raises the following issues: (i) for an increasing number of patterns, 

there is an explosion of units needed, leading to increasing difficulties in learning; (ii) 

when patterns not previously considered are taken into account, the overall global 

learning process must be repeated. To foster scalability issues, a recent research trend 

considers that deep learning topology could be applied to time series forecasting, by 

extracting robust features that capture relevant information for each architectural layer 
[7]. However, this field still remains relatively unexplored, and then can produce 

systems that are costly, i.e., complex and engineered, and not very profitable, i.e., 

usable only under specific circumstances. 

In this paper we propose a flexible architectural topology, where each RF can be 

considered as a modular “plugin” specialized for families of patterns. This approach 

enables a dynamic customization of patterns. Thus, to add, remove or update a family 

of patterns is relatively simple, since it involves mainly the training over the data of the 

new family. Furthermore, this modular organization allows the reusability of RFs. Fig. 

2 shows the overall topology, based on a collection of RFs.  
 

 
Fig. 2. Architectural topology of a system supporting strategies of identification of investment 

opportunities. 

Each RF is specialized on a family of patterns, it takes as an input the stock price 

time series, and provides as an output the related pattern label. Some examples of family 

of patterns are shown in figure: double-top (RF1), spike-top, head-and-shoulders, 

triple-top (RF2), ... , 1-2-3 low, 1-2-3 high (RFN), and so on. On the bottom, context 

indicators are calculated, to determine the significance and the reliability of the 

recognized patterns. The output is controlled through a pattern selector. The outcome 

is a temporal sequence of patterns. The pattern abstraction level sensibly reduces the 
complexity and the cognitive effort for the technical analyst, and can be easily 

represented in a dashboard. 
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Fig. 3 represents the internal structure of a single RF. As specified, the input is made 

of samples of the stock price over time, p(t), with sampling rate �. To allow a scanning 

over a specified time scale, an adaptable windowing is carried out as a first step, 

selecting the values that are enclosed in the current sliding window with size �. Second, 

the ripple is removed, by using a triangular moving average with size �, as a smoothing 

function [11]. It is a weighted moving average commonly used in financial time series, 
providing a good balance between signal and micro noise. Third, a resampling is carried 

out to deliver a prefixed number of data samples �, independently of the time scale. 

Fourth, min-max normalization is made, obtaining data values between 0 and 1 aside 

from the price scale. Fifth, the pattern recognition system can produce none, one or 

more recognized patterns. In case of unknown pattern, the process restarts, adapting the 

time window size �, through a zoom in/out function. The process ends when setting the 

right time scale for that pattern, or when the minimum/maximum scale is reached. 

To speed up the execution time of the overall process, in systems where time 

constraints are a concern, the pipelined structure of the RFs and/or the loops can be 

parallelized on advanced multicore systems [15].  
 

 

Fig. 3. Structure of a RF. 

For the pattern recognition task, two different solutions have been studied and 

experimented: a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), and a Support Vector Machine (SVM). 

 

2.1 Multilayer perceptron as a receptive field 

The MLP is fed by � input samples and consists of one hidden layer with size (i.e., 

number of neurons) h, and an output layer with P output, where P is the number of 

patterns that can be recognized in the family. The activation is based on a softmax 

function, which is commonly used in multiclass classification methods. Given the feed-

forward and fully connected layers of a MLP, the overall number of parameters of a RF 

measures its complexity, according to the following formula: 

RFcomplexity(MLP) = � ⋅ (ℎ + 1)  + ℎ ⋅ (� + 1)    (1)   
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Given a set of labelled patterns, for a given family of patterns, the 80% of randomly 

extracted patterns is used as a training set, and the remaining 20% is used as a test set. 

The training is based on the minimization of the mean squared error with respect to the 

numerical output expected for each label, made through the backpropagation algorithm. 

The best value of the hyperparameter h is determined by calculating the 99% confidence 

interval of the classification rate for each h in a specified interval. 

 

2.2 Support Vector Machine as a receptive field 

The SVM architecture adopted is a soft-margin SVM known as C-SVM classifier. 

Since an SVM is designed for binary classification, the multiclass RF able to recognize 

a family of P patterns is created decomposing the problem into a combination of the 

P(P-1)/2 outputs of binary classifiers, i.e., according to a one-vs.-one strategy. Given 

the number � of supporting vectors of each i-th binary classifier, �� = {�� : �� ∈ ℜ� , � =

1, . . . , �} the overall number of parameters of an RF measures its complexity, according 

to the following formula: 

RFcomplexity(SVM) = � ⋅ ∑ �
�(���)/!

�     (2) 

 In an SVM architecture, the hyperparameter C is called regularization term, and 

controls the trade-off between maximizing the margin and minimizing the training 

error. The kernel function used is the Radial Basis Function (RBF), whose standard 

deviation is controlled via the hyperparameter ", which can be considered the inverse 

of the radius of influence of support vectors. The hyperparameter " controls the tradeoff 

between error due to bias and variance in your model: a small gamma can produce a 

model with low bias and high variance while a large gamma can produce a model with 

higher bias and low variance. The best values of hyperparameters C and " have been 
set using a grid-search with exponentially growing sequences. 

3 Experimental studies 

The data set used for experiments comes from the stock trading prices of the FTSE-

MIB index, sampled from Oct 19, 2017 to May 2, 2018, i.e., in 134 total days. Each 

day contains 511 observations: an observation is sampled every minute (� = 1 sample 

per minute) during the opening time, i.e. from 9:00 to 17:30, i.e., 8.5 hours. Overall, 

the data set contains 68,474 total samples. The window size � is set within the interval 

[30, 120] minutes (or samples). The smoothing size is � = 15 minutes. The resampling 

size is T = 50 samples. Finally, the zoom in/out variation is #� = 1 minute. 

The number of instances generated from the dataset is 142 for each of the patterns 

1-2-3 low and 1-2-3 high. A perturbation function has been applied to increase the 

instances up to 426 per pattern. The perturbation function adds or subtracts a small 

random value to each sample. After perturbation, the quality of the generated samples 

has been verified using a segmentation function based on the Perceptually Important 

Points (PIP) algorithm [12] to verify the statistics for each pattern. 
Fig. 4a shows an occurrence of 1-2-3 low pattern, before and after smoothing. Fig. 

4b shows the signal after resampling and normalization. It is apparent that differences 
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in micro noise, scale prices and time extension are almost completely removed. Fig. 5 

shows the 426 occurrences of 1-2-3 low pattern. It is clear that the occurrences of the 

same pattern can look very different. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 4. Real sample of pattern 1-2-3 low: (a) before and after smoothing; (b) after resampling 
and normalization 

 

Fig. 5. Occurrences of 1-2-3 low pattern available in the data set. 

To compare the performances of the MLP-based and SVM-based RF, Fig. 6a shows 

their classification rate for different values of the respective hyperparameters. For the 

MLP, the best performance on the test set is achieved with 10 neurons in the hidden 

layer: 95.3%. For the SVM, the best performance is achieved with C = {9,10} and " = 

0.6: 100% (training) and 98.61% (testing). It is apparent that the SVM outperforms the 

MLP. However, according to Formula (1) and (2), and considering the “unknown” 

pattern as a third class, the number of parameters is 50 ⋅ 11 + 10 ⋅ 4 = 590 for the 

MLP, and 50 ⋅ (70 + 50 + 73) = 9,650 for the SVM. Thus, in terms of complexity, 

SVM is more than one order of magnitude larger than MLP. 
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(a) 

 

C " Train Set Test Set 

10 .1 99.61 97.22 

1 .1 97.03 94.44 

100 .1 100 95.83 

9 .1 99.45 97.22 

8 .1 99.37 97.22 

11 .1 99.61 97.22 

10 .01 94.84 93.06 

10 1 100 97.22 

10 .5 100 95.83 

10 .6 100 98.61 

9 .6 100 98.61 

8 .6 100 97.22 

 
(b) 

Fig. 6. Performances of a RF with 3 patterns and for different values of hyperparameters:  

(a) Classification rate of MLP against h; (b) Classification rate of SVM against C and ".  
 

Let us consider the effects of an increase of the number of patterns, by introducing 

in the same RF the following two patterns: upward head-and-shoulders and downwards 

head-and-shoulders. Again, a perturbation function has been applied to increase the 

instances up to 426 per pattern. After training, the RF is able to recognize 5 total 

patterns. Fig.7 shows the performances provided by the MLP-based and SVM-based 

RF with the related hyperparameters. Results on the test set show that SVM 

outperforms the MLP. However, according to Formula (1) and (2), the number of 

parameters is now 50 ⋅ 11 + 10 ⋅ 6 = 610 for the MLP, and  50 ⋅ 291 = 14,550 for 
the SVM. Thus, the complexity of SVM is dramatically increased. However, the 

complexity of SVM is not an issue, since families of patterns are typically made by less 

than 5 patterns. 
 

RF: hyperparameters Train Set Test Set 

MLP: h = 6 . 973 ± .015 . 938 ± .02 
MLP: h =10 . 991 ± .003 . 948 ± .02 

SVM: C=12, "=0.1    .998   . 983 

 

Fig. 7. Classification rate of a RF with 5 patterns, made with MLP and SVM. 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper we have designed and experimented a flexible architectural topology 

based on Receptive Fields, for supporting strategies of identification of financial 

investment opportunities based on machine learning. The approach enables a dynamic 
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customization of patterns and foster reusability of RF. The overall system provides a 

pattern-based abstraction level, and sensibly reduces the complexity and the cognitive 

effort for the technical analyst involved in medium-term technical analysis. By 

improving the comfort via timely and tailored information, the system can be well 

integrated with the investor’s decision process, thus reducing errors resulting from bias 

and emotion. 

The paper illustrates the design of an RF considering noise, variability of amplitude, 

duration, shape, of equivalent pattern occurrences. MLP and SVM have been used as a 
RF. Experiments have shown that SVM outperforms MLP, although the SVM 

complexity is sensibly higher. However, such complexity is not an issue since each RF 

is typically devoted to few patterns. 

As a future work, different machine learning techniques, which incorporate the 

concept of time into their operating model, will be adopted for RFs. 
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